
 
 
 
 

Post reunion south-western Norway bus tour August 12-15 2018 
 
 

                       
                 

    
The Oftebro Family Reunion 2018 was closed august 12 with a closure ceremony, and the 
relay baton was officially handed over to our relatives in New Zealand and Australia, who will 
be our hosts for the next reunion which is planned to take place in New Zealand in 2022. 
Time for going apart and saying good bye for now. Some participants were going directly 
home. But many foreign Oftebros were planning to have some more experiences, having 
travelled so far in the first place.  
 
After the family reunion 2004 there was arranged a bus tour in western Norway. By the 
following reunion in South Africa, USA and Canada there was also offered similar tours. Many 
of us who participated on these tours remember great experiences together with relatives, 
with whom we learned to know even better. 
 
The plan for this post reunion tour was a bus trip in the south-western part of Norway. 40 
reunion participants wanted to join us, and because of a tight time schedule, we couldn’t 
wait to get on the bus and hit the road. We wanted to see as much as possible, and our 
program schedule was all filled up. 



The first leg went from the hotel in Kristiansand to Bygland in Setesdal. There we entered 
the steam engine boat “Bjoren” which should take us on a trip down the lake Byglandsfjord. 
“Bjoren” is a very old steamer, powered by wood logs. The only one of its kind in Norway. 
 

 

             
 
The weather simply couldn’t be better, the sun was shining, and no wind at all. We had a 
fantastic trip on our way down to Revsnes Hotel where we should spend the night. We had 
refreshments on the outdoor terrace, facing towards the lake and the mountain on the other 
side. We could just enjoy the view till late evening.  
 
 



                
 
 
The next day the bus took us over Suleskar, a mountain area with a quite unique nature. We 
saw mountains and rocks. The vegetation was very scarce, but still there is enough to eat for 
the sheep having the summer pastures here. Eagles circling above the mountain summits, a 
great view. The road is so narrow that two cars only can meet each other in specially 
designated meeting spots. Great honor to our driver, who managed to take us all the over 
the mountain without any accidents or events!   
 
The tourist center by the descent to Lysebotn was our next stop. The sun still shining from a 
clear sky, and the view is spectacular! Local people told us that they have this kind of weather 
only 10 days a year. We were lucky! Rest of the year it is mostly foggy and rainy, typical 
western Norway climate. This is a place where base jumpers from all the world meet to jump 
from Kjerag, - a scary sight for most of us! 
 
 

        
 



        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

It might also seem frightening to even think of making a bus drive down the very narrow and 
winding road to Lysebotn, down by the end of the fjord. Our driver got a well-deserved 
applause after taking us safely the whole way down to where we should enter the ferry. This 
was to take us to Lauvik. What a scenery! Great nature from fjord to mountain tops. And the 
weather? Still sunshine from a blue sky. During the boat trip we could see Kjerag med 
Kjeragbolten and Preikestolen (Preacher’s Mount).  Small settlements without road 
connection, only available by small boats. Can humans really live like this? 
 

 
In the afternoon we arrived in Byrkjedal and checked in at Byrkjedal Hotel. A very special 
place where people have taken care of and preserved many old houses, today used as guest 
lodges, cultural events, production of several kinds of handcraft, to mention some of it. The 
Oftebro family on tour had dinner and just having a good time together. Garry taught us 



different games which created fun and good atmosphere. Who can’t remember the spoon-
on-table game “La-di-da, la-di-da, la-di-da-di-da-di-da»? Great fun! 
 

 

        
     
A visit to the Gloppedalsura (an enormous stone scree) was first thing on the program the 
next day. This is said to be the biggest in Northern Europe, made during the last ice age. 
Enormous rock dimensions.  
After having said good bye to Byrkjedal, we were heading towards Stavanger, the oil capital 
of Norway. In Stavanger we could enjoy wandering around in the nice and picturesque old 
city of Stavanger, guided by our own Oftebro family members, living in the city today.  
 
 



      
 
The last day of our tour went from Stavanger back to Kristiansand. Along the coastal line of 
Jæren we really could feel the rainy and windy climate that usually rules these shores! In big 
contrast to mountains and sunshine the days before. Long and broad sand beaches with the 
open and rough North Sea right to the west. 
 
 
 

        
 
 
We made a stop in Sogndalstrand to see how a small fishermen’s village had been restored 
and taken care of, so that we and other visitors could get a glimpse of how people in past 
times could make a living from fishing and farming. They really lived a hard life with lots of 
work and scarce outcome. Not easy to survive under these circumstances. Not to wonder 
that many of them left Norway to try their luck in other parts of the world. This was also the 
reason that many Oftebros emigrated, most of them to America. Especially at the end of the 
19th and early in the 20th century.  
 
 



        
 
 
As a contrast to all this, we stopped by an example of modern industry and mining in Norway. 
The company “Titania” is one of Europe’s largest producers of raw material for pigment 
industry. Enormous dimensions, both on quarries and machines.  
 
 

 
                    
 
 
The last leg of the tour went straight back to our hotel in Kristiansand. At this time most of 
us were both satisfied and tired, there had been lots of input and experiences! Time to 
digest all the impressions and prepare for the end of the reunion 2018, and say good bye to 
relatives and friends. These had been busy, but happy days, creating lots of good 
memories.  
Most important though was to share this with fellow Oftebros and relatives from all over 
the world. We sure will keep in contact with our friends, and hopefully we will meet again 
in New Zealand in 2022.  
 
Thank you all! 
 



    
 
 


